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ABSTRACT
The use of PDFs as a vector for the installation of malicious 
content has been on the rise over the last few years. This has been 
for numerous reasons, some of which are the ubiquity of the fi le 
format (not browser or platform dependent), the update 
mechanisms for Adobe, and also the many and various exploit kits. 

Methods for detection and classifi cation of malware have been 
focused on EXE, MS Offi ce and HTML analysis and the lack of 
research in PDF is telling. In this paper we show some tips and 
tricks to help with classifi cation and detection of malicious 
PDFs. This will be achieved by both static and dynamic analysis 
of malicious fi les and Internet-derived corpuses of potentially 
clean fi les. 

As well as communicating these results, the presentation will 
augment them with analysis of current threats and case studies of 
whole attacks. 

INTRODUCTION
The PDF fi le format has been around for 20 years [1]. For the fi rst 
11 years of its life the PDF fi le hardly warranted attention from 
malware and security researchers. In fact, for most of the late 
1990s malware and security researchers would probably have been 
recommending its use above that of the other document formats 
because they were beset with macro woes. With the advent of the 
Peachy1 worm however [2, 3], this attitude began to change and 
people started to research the security of the fi le format.

Two years later, as the fi le format entered its teenage years, we 
saw another worm, Yourde2 [4], which used a Win32 executable 
to help its spread. From this moment onwards any complacency 
regarding the threats posed by PDFs was removed and PDF 
threats truly came of age.

As the fi le format made its way through numerous revisions – 
approximately one every 18 months [5] – more and more 
features were added to allow developers more control of the 
viewing experience. This had the effect of blurring the boundary 
between program and data, in so doing making PDF a prime 
target for those with malicious intent. 

1 AKA: Email-Worm.VBS.Peach; PDF/Peach.{1,2,3}; VBS/Peachy@
MM virus;Virus:VBS/FDPeach.A@mm.gen;VBS.PeachyPDF@
mm;VBS/Peachy-{A,B,C}.
2 AKA: Virus.Win32.Yourde; {JS,TR}/Yourde.A; W32/Yourde; JS_
YOURDE.A; Trojan:Win32/Yourde.A; {PDF,W32}.Yourde; {JS,W32}/
Yourde-A.

PDF being an open, text-based, format has meant a lower 
standard of entry for those who wish to exploit the fi le format. 
The same features mean that the fi le format has been relatively 
easy to analyse, but the feature complexity means that in writing 
a parser the diffi cultly lies in: (a) doing the parsing effi ciently 
and (b) handling legal malformations. 
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Figure 1: PDF fi le format.

PDF FILE FORMAT 

Adobe publishes and updates the PDF reference [6] regularly, 
and as an ISO standard [7] you also have the chance to purchase 
a copy of the standard. Other researchers have provided outlines 
of the fi le format [8, 9] however, due to the need to defi ne several 
terms I will give an outline below.

The PDF header is of the form %PDF-N.N (see Figure 1). It is 
normally at the beginning of the fi le but this is not mandatory. 
The % denotes a comment: %PDF is one of two special 
comments (the other being %EOF).

After the PDF header we would normally see Objects denoted by 
the string N R obj, where N is the object number and R the 
revision number (typically 0). The object is terminated by the 
marker endobj. 

Within Objects we can have compressed streams signifi ed by a 
stream and endstream marker.

The xref table, or Cross Reference table, contains a list of objects 
and their position and status within the fi le.
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There can be multiple xref tables within a fi le. The fi rst element 
within the table indicates which objects are being referenced. In 
a new (unmodifi ed) PDF you would expect to see one xref table 
of a form similar to that shown in Table 1.

In this xref table the fi rst entry, ‘0 5’, states that there are fi ve 
objects referenced (by the table) and that the fi rst of them is 
object 0. (If a PDF writer were to edit this PDF and add four 
more objects then it may add another xref with an entry ‘5 4’.) 
The zeroth object is a special entry that starts at byte offset 0 
and is a revision 65535 (-1). The f signifi es that the object is not 
in use.

The rest of this xref table states that the fi le has four objects 
numbered 1 to 4 at offset 10, 120, 189 and 408 bytes. All the 
objects are at revision 0 and are in use. The way objects are 
defi ned should mean that all objects are unique, however this is 
not necessarily the case.

Xref
0 5
0000000000 0000065535 f
0000000010 0000000000 n
0000000120 0000000000 n
0000000189 0000000000 n
0000000408 0000000000 n

Table 1: xref table.

The trailer object tells a parser how to parse the xref object. The 
most important key for the parser is the /Root key. The trailer is 
then followed by a startxref, the position of the last xref table, 
and then by %%EOF which should end the fi le.

METHOD AND TOOLS

SophosLabs stores received fi les in relational databases. The 
databases store among other things SHA1, received time and the 
results of GNU fi le (mimetype magic). Querying our fi le data 
from 2007 until the present, approximately 110,0003 fi les were 
returned of type ‘application/pdf’ (~30G). This is likely to be an 
underestimate since GNU fi le does not identify all fi les that 
Adobe Reader will render. A corpus of 110,000 fi les was 
considered a good starting point for this investigation. A scan of 
this corpus was initiated and approximately 70,0004 of these 
fi les were considered malicious or suspicious by a test suite of 
major scanners (Kaspersky, McAfee, Microsoft and Sophos).

To aid in analysis of these fi les a PDF parser was written in Perl 
that would scan the fi les for characteristics of clean and 
malicious fi les. The script is still an ongoing project at the 
moment and I will not talk about it more except to say that I 
hope it will be ready to publish later this year. The results from 
scanning the corpus were entered into a simple SQLITE 
database to aid subsequent data retrieval. Some of the data 
collected is incomplete because, in processing the corpus, it was 
discovered that certain actions (verifying the xref table) were 
too time consuming.

PDFs are also used by spammers but an analysis of 
non-malicious spammed PDFs is beyond the scope of this paper.

3 112,495
4 67,503

RESULTS

Increase in PDF samples
In the abstract I state that there has been an increase in the 
number of malicious PDF samples over the last few years. To 
help illustrate this I queried the SophosLabs databases for the 
arrival time of PDFs marked as malicious by the static scan. The 
results of this are shown in the graph in Figure 2. The graph 
shows the natural log (ln) of the cumulative number of 
malicious samples plotted against time. In the latter part of the 
graph, from 2008 onwards, the curve is remarkably linear and 
extrapolating a line back to the x-axis gives a start date of 
around March 2003 (the start of Yourde). 

PDF fi le size
A histogram of the smallest ~60,000 fi les of the corpus is shown 
in Figure 3. The fi les are grouped into quanta of 512 bytes 
(0-512 bytes, 512-1024 bytes etc.). 

The graph shows the size distribution of fi les below 20KB: the 
red bar being all fi les (54.05% of corpus) and the green just the 
ones marked as malicious (83.46%). There is no real difference 
in size distribution between clean and malicious PDFs. 

JavaScript
The tag /JavaScript represents a string or stream containing 
JavaScript. 

Malicious Complete Clean % 
Malicious

% 
Clean

/JavaScript 63,523 64,616 1,093 94.10 2.43

Table 2: Occurrences of /JavaScript.

An object containing JavaScript may be referenced indirectly by 
another (compressed) object that could contain the JavaScript 
tag – doing so would mean that the static scan for the tag would 
fail. However, as we shall see, the presence of JavaScript is not 
necessary for constructing malicious PDFs.

Objects and streams
Matching ‘N R obj and endobj’ and ‘stream and endstream’ 
should be enough to give a true count of objects and streams. 
One of the pieces of data collected was the number of 
occurrences of these tags. Table 3 shows the number of 
mismatched objects and streams over the corpus.

No. of 
mismatched 
objects

No. of 
mismatched 
streams

% of 
mismatched 
objects

% of 
mismatched 
streams

Malicious 8,685 1,585 12.87 2.35

Complete 
corpus

10,321 2,296 9.17 2.04

Clean 1,636 711 3.64 1.58

Table 3: Mismatched objects and streams.
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Figure 2: Increase in PDF samples over time.

Figure 3: Histogram of sizes of PDFs in corpus.
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Another piece of data recorded was the number of unique 
objects (with revision numbers there should be no reason for 
non-unique objects).

No. of 
unique 
objects

No. of 
non-unique 
objects

% of 
non-
unique 
objects

Malicious 64,425 3,078 4.56

Complete corpus 104,749 7,746 6.88

Clean 40,324 4,668 10.38

Table 4: Unique objects.

Cross reference table

The cross reference table allows developers of PDF parsers 
(readers and third-party tools) to quickly generate a table of 
positions of objects as opposed to brute forcing the fi le format 
(which may not always work). 

PDFs 
with no 
startxref

Invalid 
xref 

Valid 
xref

xref not 
scanned

% fi les 
without 
xref

% fi les 
with 
invalid 
xref 
only

Malicious 5,373 6,123 5,266 56,114 7.96 12.47

Complete 
corpus

5,506 6,691 14,274 91,530 4.89 7.67

Clean 133 568 9,008 35,416 0.30 6.02

Table 5: Occurrence of xrefs.

Filter

Data within objects can be compressed in one of several ways 
(Table 6).

Type of encoding Name in fi lter
Flate FlateDecode
LZW LZWDecode
ASCII85 ASCII85Decode
ASCIIHex ASCIIHexDecode
RunLength RunLengthDecode
JBIG2 JBIG2Decode
RichMedia RichMedia
DCT DCTDecode
Crypt Crypt
Encrypt Encrypt

Table 6: Types of encoding within fi lters.

/Filter[ /FlateDecode /ASCIIHexDecode /ASCII85Decode 
]/Length 3965

Table 7: Typical /fi lter.

The object in Table 7 is encoded by Flate, then ASCIIHex, and 
then ASCII85.

The fi rst fi ve fi lters are typically used for all data types and the 
next three are used for pictures and media. The last two are used 
by Adobe to protect data. 

The distributions of fi lters within the corpus are illustrated in 
Table 8.

Filter Malicious Complete Clean % 
Malicious

% 
Clean

FlateDecode 52,342 92,277 39,935 77.54 88.76
LZWDecode 319 5,907 5,588 0.47 12.42
ASCII85Decode 841 6,174 5,333 1.25 11.85
ASCIIHexDecode 6,404 6,451 47 9.47 0.10
RunLengthDecode 159 371 212 0.24 0.47
JBIG2Decode 525 689 164 0.78 0.03
RichMedia 178 178 0 0.26 0
DCTDecode 1,404 20,666 19,262 2.08 42.81
Crypt 28 234 206 0.04 0.46
Encrypt 614 5,478 4,864 0.91 10.81

Table 8: Occurrence of fi lters within the corpus.

Adobe allows non-ASCII characters to be written #hh and the 
specifi cation does not proscribe the use of this technique to 
obfuscate fi lters. The Adobe reader allows for these fi lters to be 
obfuscated: 

/Filter [ /A#53#43#49#49#48#65#78Dec#6f#64e 
/#4c#5aW#44#65c#6fde /#41S#43I#4985Decod#65 /R#75n#4
ce#6e#67#74#68D#65#63o#64e /FlateDecode ]

The above fi lter translates to:

/Filter [ /ASCIIHexDecode /LZWDecode /ASCII85Decode 
/RunLengthDecode /FlateDecode ]

This example is extreme both in the number of hash hex encoded 
characters and the number of fi lters to decode. The table of fi lters 
(Table 8) does not take into account this form of obfuscation.

The corpus was scanned for fi les containing fi lter names that 
have been obfuscated using the regular expression:

Filter\s+\[\s+[^\]]+#

Though some PDFs have the /Filter obfuscated in the way 
shown, there are a multitude of ways to write and obfuscate the 
/Filter line not least obfuscating the Filter. 

Other miscellaneous tags
OpenAction specifi es what the reader should do upon document 
open. Launch [10] allows media and scripts to be launched 
when the PDF is opened (see Case study 3). An AA or 
additional action defi nes actions in response to a ‘trigger event’ 
(see PDF 32000-1:2008). Acroform is an interactive form and 
has been used by malicious PDFs where it has redefi ned an 
object to be JavaScript.

Case study 1: Mal/PDFJS-P
Approximately 27% of the entire corpus of malicious PDFs is 
detected by Sophos as Mal/PDFJs-P [11]. This is an interesting 
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group of malicious PDFs, because of the malicious JavaScript 
being hidden within an Annotation object, which I will describe 
in more detail below.

As is often the case with malicious PDFs, the fi les are simple in 
their structure – see (Table 10).

ffd981808cb72358113622bd91ad7eeaefcc0661
Size 8301
unique_obj 1
obj 9
endobj 9
stream 3
endstream 3
FlateDecode 3
JS 1
JavaScript 1
Page 5
OpenAction 1
trailer 1
Xref 1
xref_good 1

Table 10: Output of PDF parsing tool.

The OpenAction object attempts to load and run the JS object 
(the fi rst of the FlateDecoded streams). The other two 
FlateDecoded streams are Annotation objects. The JavaScript in 
the fi rst object uses the app.doc.getAnnots [12] function to 
manipulate the Annotation objects. The use of the Annotation 
object is similar to the increased use of the anti-emulation trick 
in HTML malware using GetElementById(). The Annotation 
object is inputted into a buffer, in this case (Figure 1), the 
hyphen is replaced by ‘0x’. The JavaScript then evaluates the 
buffer running the code (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Annotation object.

While writing this paper, SophosLabs received a variation of 
this malware that, instead of having a single character [A-Za-z-] 
within the Annotation stream, had two characters [A-Za-z-]{2} 
between the hex characters. Occurrences of 0 are also replaced 
by two characters (Table 11). 

Figure 2: Decoded Annotation object.

Unencoded ‘new Array’
Original ‘X6eX65X77X20X41X72X72X61X79’
New ‘Za6eZa65Za77Za2wUZa41Za72Za72Za61Za79’

Table 11: Encoding in Annotation object.

Case study 2: libtiff vulnerability
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) is an old graphical fi le format 
(created in the 1980s with the last major update in 1992) which 
was jointly developed by Aldus (now Adobe) and Microsoft. The 
TIFF fi le format has two distinct variants: one for little endian 
systems (magic: 0x4949 or ‘II’ for Intel) and one for big endian 
systems (magic: 0x4d4d or ‘MM’ for Motorola). Both are at 
version 42 (because of its ‘deep philosophical signifi cance’). 
The TIFF header consists of the Byte order, version and a 
pointer to the fi rst Image File Directory (IFD). The IFD 
directory contains pointers to specifi c tags. 

In 2006, a bug was found [13] where several tags were 
vulnerable to a buffer overfl ow because the size of the data was 
not validated. At the time, most implementations of TIFF were 
fi xed. In 2010, various Adobe readers were found to exhibit a 
similar vulnerability with respect to rendering TIFF fi les [14].

SophosLabs detects most of the PDFs that exploit the libtiff 
vulnerability either as Troj/PDFJs-II (a happy naming 
coincidence as all the TIFFs I have seen are little endian) or 
Troj/PDFJs-JN. Over the corpus there were 242 fi les infected by 
these identities (0.36% of malicious fi les). 

The structure of such samples is shown in Tables 12 and 13.

f02cf9dd72608289805d74d10980e0ef7b897c63
size 79573
unique_obj 0
obj 16
endobj 16
stream 2
endstream 2
FlateDecode 2
Acroform 2
Page 10
trailer 2
xref 2
xref_good 2

Table 12: Troj/PDFJs-II.

Malicious Complete Clean % 
Malicious

% 
Clean

OpenAction 46,306 55,941 9,635 68.60 21.41
Launch 1,679 2,379 700 2.49 1.56
AA 5,811 10,413 4,602 8.61 10.22
Acroform 10,074 14,226 4,152 14.92 9.23

Table 9: Miscellaneous other tags.
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36b1ef22a1461b6f5b6d1aa22049a1718a185efd
size 3521
unique_obj 1
obj 7
endobj 7
stream 1
endstream 1
FlateDecode 1
ASCII85Decode 1
Acroform 2
Page 2
trailer 1
xref 0
xref_good 0

Table 13: Troj/PDFJs-JN.

The PDFs all contain an XFA (XML Forms Architecture) that 
contains a malicious formed TIFF fi le stored as a base64 stream. 
Initially, the fi le that exploited this vulnerability used JavaScript 
to manipulate the TIFFs. Later variants relied purely on the 
media-rendering capabilities of PDF.

Case study 3: /OpenAction and /Launch
In early April of this year, Didier Stevens wrote a blog article 
[15] about a feature5 he had investigated that allowed him to 
launch code in both Adobe and FoxIt readers. Other researchers 
jumped on the bandwagon and by mid-April, SophosLabs had 
seen several proof of concepts and several malicious fi les using 
this feature in PDF.

The fi rst malware we saw was Troj/PDFEx-DF [16] and later 
we saw the technique being used in a malicious spam campaign 
(Mal/BredoPdf-A) [17]. The structure is shown in Table 14:

733b0ed198193a51e5098a9d37ced17436d695b6
size 109447
unique_obj 0
obj 9
endobj 9
stream 2
endstream 2
FlateDecode 1
OpenAction 1
Launch 1
Page 3
trailer 1
xref 1
xref_good 0

Table 14: Sample of Troj/PDFEx-DF.

Within the fi rst object (1 0 obj) there is a /OpenAction tag that 
references the eight object (8 0 obj). The eight object contains a 
/Launch tag that launches the CMD.EXE (Win32 command 
prompt) with commands to automatically run some Visual Basic 
Script (VBS). The VBS will open the PDF and then extract and 
run a malicious EXE [18].

ANALYSIS
Diffi culties in writing a parser have meant that the scope of this 
paper has been limited to just the static analysis of PDFs. These 

5 Feature, not vulnerability or bug, because it appears to run as designed.

problems are highlighted by the results in Tables 3, 4 and 5, 
which show that brute-force looking for the object and streams 
may not work and using the xref table may also not work – 
though some of these results are because the corpus will contain 
fi les Sophos has previously fl agged as corrupt6. Parser 
improvements are already scheduled and this will allow us to 
mine more data out of this and other corpuses. 

Whilst large, this corpus relied on the GNU fi le utility to 
identify fi les to include. During the course of this research I 
have seen fi les that are valid PDFs, but which have PDF 
comments or random bytes at the beginning of the fi le, causing 
the GNU utility to fail to classify them appropriately. These fi les 
should be included in the corpus for future analysis.

Analysis of the fi le sizes shows that the corpus was lacking in 
small clean fi les (fi le sizes of less than 20KB), which should be 
rectifi ed in future data samples. In fact, the number of clean fi les 
should be a factor of at least three times bigger than the number 
of malicious fi les. 

Further analysis needs to be done on malicious fi les not 
containing the JavaScript tag to look for other characteristics, 
e.g. XFA, embedded fi les etc. 

The fi lter results show that for dynamic analysis you really only 
have to implement FlateDecoding, along with ASCII85 and 
ASCIIHex decoding of streams. Also, a more complex search 
for all possible obfuscations of the encoding types should be 
implemented. Looking through the clean data it would appear 
that the presence of the DCTDecode fi lter would be a good 
heuristic for clean fi les, and further investigation is needed into 
the malicious fi les that fi re on the media fi lters to confi rm they 
are malicious.

CONCLUSIONS

PDF malware is on the rise and in the three-year period of the 
corpus of malicious samples there has been an exponential 
growth in activity. The complexity of the fi le format and its 
ability to run JavaScript and other embedded fi les means that 
this trend does not look likely to stop in the short term.  

In the 1990s, Adobe and PDF were in the privileged position of 
sitting back and watching the woes of Microsoft Offi ce, and yet 
now it would appear that they are close to surpassing the follies 
of Offi ce. Microsoft tried various tactics to combat the macro 
problems within Offi ce but has only really got the problems 
under control with a complete rewrite of the product and 
breaking backward compatibility.

Adobe should think of restricting the features that can be used to 
run malware and:

• Only run signed JavaScript (and other features)

• Only run signed embedded fi les

• Ship the Reader with JavaScript turned off by default

• Disable JavaScript in browser plug-ins

• Implement a strict parsing mode, for example, that would 
not allow obfuscated fi lters.

6 Adobe and other browsers may well deem them to be corrupt as well.
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